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Merchants’ Chamber of Uttar Pradesh and Kanpur Chartered Accountants’ Society in loving
memory of Shraddheya ‘Indra Jit Jain’ and Shraddheya ‘Jagdish Narain Tandon’ jointly
organized a talk on “Unique Opportunity for Hindu Entrepreneurs in the Global Economy”
on 05th July, 2016 at 07:00 PM onward.

Chief Guest, Swamy Vigyanananad ji , Founder Director World Hindu Economic Forum,
spoke at length about the unique opportunities and encouraged Entrepreneurs to come
forward and start new Ventures. 

Swami Ji, an IItan from Kharagpur & Ph.D in Sanskrit, is founder of World Hindu
Economic Forum & World Economic Forum. These organizations have provided a
unique platform for the entrepreneurs, world over, to come together, share the
knowledge wealth & grow together. Swami ji dwelt at length about the contribution of
Indian Community in the world in the earlier days, which was about 40% and how it has
dwindled down to about 2-3 % at present. 

He emphasized the need to take it back to 16%, in tune with the projected population of
Indian Entrepreneurs. He has shown the way forward in this direction, with the
philosophy of, “Dharmasya Moolam Arthah” i.e. Economy is the foundation of strength.

Swami ji also explained his vision of “Making the Society Prosperous”. Hindu Economic
Forum has plans to set up Chapters all over the world, including in India. These
chapters will help all the Hindus to come together and grow together. WHEF also
organizes conferences all over the world. In the past, it has organized conferences in
Hong Kong, London, and New Delhi. All the conferences were well attended. In
November, 2016, 5th conferences is being organized in Los Angeles in USA, where
also a gathering of over 400-500 delegates from various countries are expected.

Swami Ji called young entrepreneurs upon the people to attend the conference in large
numbers. 

In his Key Note address Dr. A.K. Chaturvedi ji, Dy. Director, IIT Kanpur, dwelt upon the
need of bringing technology into business and informed that I.I.T. Kanpur has
established incubation center for start-up ventures. He also informed that incubation
center provides technological support, research infrastructure and test facilities etc.

Dr. Murli Manohan Joshi ji, M.P.(Lok Sabha), Kanpur Nagar, chaired the meeting.

Vote of thanks presented by Dr. I.M. Rohatgi, President, Merchants’ Chamber of Uttar
Pradesh and extended his extreme thanks to Chief Guest, Swamy Vigyanananad ji ,
Founder Director World Hindu Economic Forum, key note Speaker, Dr. A.K. Chaturvedi
ji, Dy. Director, IIT Kanpur and chairman of the seminar Dr. Murli Manohan Joshi ji,
M.P.(Lok Sabha), Kanpur Nagar and told that our Hindu Entrepreneurs shall take
benefit from the organized talk who shall create new dimensions in global economy. He



also informed that the suggestions were given in the event to implement at ground level
can take our country at new height.

CA Sudhindra Jain conducted the MOC.

Following were present: Sri Ram Nath Mahendra, Mayor Sri Jagat Veer Singh Drona,
Sri Salil Vishnoi Sri Raghunandan Bhaudauria, , Sri Satyadev Pachauri, Sri Padam
Kumar Jain, Vice President, Merchants’ Chamber of U.P., Sri Mukul Tandon, Member,
Merchants’ Chamber of U.P.,CA Swarn Singh, Kanpur Chartered Accountants’ Society, 

, Sri A.K. Sinha, Secy., Merchants’ Chamber of U.P., the members of Merchants’
Chamber of Uttar Pradesh and Kanpur Chartered Accountants’ Society were also
present.

Regards
Merchants’ Chamber of U.P.


